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Cara buat personal sticker for whatsapp
Are you interested in making whatsapp sticker using your own face like the picture above? John I show you the ways. Before you want to get started, you get downloaded these 2 apps in Playstore (for Android only). Background Eraser.Personal Sticker for WhatsappS after downloading both applications, you make the
Background Eraser application first. Select the Picture from which you want to remove the background. Tip: If you have photoshop skills, you can first remove the background and save them in PNG file form. Use the Magic mode then grab the eraser and then put the white background on your image. After you've finished
removing the background, open the Custom Sticker for Whatsapp app and automatically the image you created in the Background Eraser app will be visible. Click ADD to insert the sticker into your Whatsapp. IMPORTANT: Make sure you make at least 3 Stickers to allow you to add stickers to your Whatsapp app. When
you're done, go to your Whatsapp and tap the smiley icon. Click icon no.1 and no.2. It's ready! Your sticker can already be used. For a clearer tutorial, I provided in the form of a video below. Don't forget to share this interesting article with your friends. Click Share button You can create your own stickers and package
them into an app to be published in the Google Play Store or the Apple App Store. Once your app is published, users can download and install the app to use your stickers in WhatsApp. WhatsApp stickers must be legal, authorized and acceptable. Learn more about acceptable uses of our services in our Terms of
Service.Related resources: We provide sample apps and code for both Android and iOS, so you can drop your sticker art and build an app with minimal development or coding experience. Advanced developers can also make richer sticker apps by using the set of APIs and interfaces that support WhatsApp. Read the
requirements below for designing stickers and refer to the README files associated with the sample apps for the full list of requirements and tips for creating your sticker program. Note: To comply with Apple's App Store Review Guidelines when creating an iOS sticker app, make sure you develop a unique user interface
(UI) and not use our sample apps' UI. Custom stickers must meet the following requirements: Each sticker has a transparent background. Stickers must be exactly 512x512 pixels. Each sticker should be less than 100 KB. You must also provide an icon that will be used to represent your sticker pack in the WhatsApp

sticker picker or tray. This image should be 96x96 pixels and should be less than 50 KB. In addition to the requirements above, we strongly recommend the following: Stickers will be backgrounds, including white, black, colored and patterned. We recommend that you have a #FFFFFF a stroke on the outside of each
sticker. View an example Photoshop (PSD) file here. There must be a 16-pixel margin between the sticker image and the edge of the 512x512 pixel cloth. If you have any questions or issues when creating stickers, email us developers@support.whatsapp.com. For any other questions or issues, contact us on WhatsApp
through to Settings &gt; Help &gt; Contact US.Stickers are available on the latest Android and iOS versions of WhatsApp. If you don't see stickers, make sure to update to the latest version of WhatsApp on your phone's app store. Related resources: Using stickers: Android | iPhoneAbout Create Stickers Home News
Make Your Chat More Exciting With Stickers on Whatsapp By Mutiara Auliya December 22, 2020 Hi DomaiNesians! You're a Whatsapp user, right? Nowadays, who doesn't use Whatsapp. From housewives, primary school children, students use to office workers Whatsapp as a way to communicate. Quoted from
Wikipedia, Whatsapp is a messaging app for cross-platforms that allows us to exchange messages without the cost of texting because WhatsApp Messenger uses internet data packages. WhatsApp Messenger is more popularly known as Whatsapp or WA. Do you know that you can now use stickers available easily and
free of charge on whatsapp app? Yep, a few months ago Whatsapp released its latest sticker feature. So, you can use several interesting stickers when chatting with activities. In addition, it's also pretty easy to make stickers in WA. The presence of sticker function on Whatsapp makes this application more popular.
There are several types of stickers you can choose from. Even now, there are also stickers with pictures of your face or other people you can make yourself! What the hell to do when you want to enjoy the sticker feature on whatsapp? What's the difference between stickers in WA and stickers on some other chat apps?
How to make stickers in cart with my own photos? Let's find out, so you understand better! October 2018, Stickers appeared on Whatsapp quoted from Phone Arena, Whatsapp is indeed in a rush to update features such as video calls from many users, the duration of removing messages and sticker features. This sticker
feature can be enjoyed by Android and iOS users chat to make activities more exciting. To enjoy the latest features of Whatsapp, you'll need to update WhatsApp to version 2.18.329 on the Google Play Store for Android users. As for iOS users, please update the WhatsApp app at version 2.18.100. There are some funny
and interesting stickers you can use for free. You can also create your own stickers with different expressions of other people's photos. Making stickers in WA is also pretty easy. There are many tutorials on the internet that you can 2005 Honda CRF 2000 2007 Honda TR500 many benefits compared to other chat
applications. The benefits of WhatsApp cited from Whatsapp and Wikipedia, such as for some of the better features of Whatsapp Messenger for example: 1. Reliable and simple messages 2. Send messages to friends and family with telepom 3 internet connection. It features group chat for up to 256 people
simultaneously 4. Speak for free using Whatsapp 5 voice and video calls. There are Whatsapp Web and Desktop 6 features. Security is guaranteed because it uses end-to-end 7 encryption. Share key moments in real time with WA 8's built-in camera. Photos and videos will be sent quickly, even if you're on a slow 9
connection. There's a voice note feature Source: WhatsApp10 feature. Easily share documents up to 100 MB 11. It has the function to send GPS locations. Not only is it a link, but it can be displayed directly 12. Integrated into system 13. Has a specific message status. For example, red watch when you load, mark when
sent to network, double-marking point if message is sent to chat buddy and red cross if message 14 fails. It has broadcasts to personal or group chat 15 features. delete a message or remember a message sent 16. Simple and light 17. There is a whatsapp for business feature Whatsapp stickers vs Line Stickers
Competition Line and Whatsapp application is very heavy. In the past, although it consumes a lot of RAM, Line is more popular because it has many stickers that can be downloaded for free. Unlike Whatsapp that survives with a simple, minimalist look that remains focused on chat needs. But now Whatsapp has released
a sticker feature that can be enjoyed by many people. There are even stickers you can make yourself. Making stickers in WA is also easy. Stickers with other people's photos or photos of yourself. Quoted from CNN Indonesia, Here are the perks of WA stickers with Line stickers: Free in WA, there are some funny
stickers you can use for free like, Cuppy by Minseung Song, Salt by Alisa Kryzhanovska, Komo by Sanat Rath, Bibimbap Friends by Pete Ellison, Unchi &amp; Rollie by nu1t, Shiba Inu by Aiko Kuninoi, The Maladroits , Koko by Hanasake Inc. , Fearless and Fantastic by Ann Shen, Banana by Jayde Fish, Cookie by
Ghostbot and Hatch by Hatch. If it's on Line, there are a few free and paid stickers. For stickers with various forms and features you can only get by buying in the store line. But for moving stickers and stickers that make their own noise, it's not yet available on Whatsapp. Create your own stickers in WA On Whatsapp, you
don't have to buy stickers made by others just like the Line app. You can get different stickers for free or create your own stickers as you like. making your own stickers in cart is very easy. All you need are some supporting apps like photo edit apps and sticker uploader programs. First, photo editor programs are used to
remove photo backgrounds, add other creations, add words, and so on. You can install background sweeper, PicsArt, or other photo editor applications commonly used. Source: Google Play Store's second, for how to make stickers in cart, you can install the Custom Sticker app for Whatsapp. This information aims to
include photos you previously edited. Edited photos can be uploaded directly to Whatsapp through this information. You must provide at least 3 photos for the sticker pack to be uploaded to WhatsApp. Copy WhatsApp Stickers In addition to free, stickers on Whatsapp can also be copied/copied by other users! You can
easily copy other people's stickers if they feel funny or need to be saved. How? If you see a funny sticker belonging to your friend or another user, please put an asterisk on the selected sticker. Well, later, the sticker will appear in your sticker collection list and can be reused. How to make stickers in WA and copy stickers
is an advantage Whatsapp has. Unlike Line where you need to buy the stickers you want. How to make stickers in WA (Whatsapp) still curious about how to make stickers in cart? Take it easy! This time, DomaiNesia will give you tips and tricks on how to make stickers easy in cart. Even beginners can! Quoted from
Compass, here's step by stepnya, 1. Prepare pictures that you want to make stickers good, it's time to make stickers on Whatsapp. You need to prepare some photos that you want to make stickers. It could be a picture of your friend, brother, girlfriend or even your enemy. Select 3 photos or more yes, because Whatsapp
requires a minimum of 3 stickers that can be added to the app. 2. Removing photo background Now it's time to remove the background of the photo by using the photo editing application that has been described. You can download and install the Background Eraser app in the Play Store. If you have successfully
installed, please upload images by selecting the Eraser icon and selecting the photo from which you want to remove the background. Please remove the background as you wish. You can first harvest photos and delete them with the automatic or magic feature. Or, if you want to delete the tutorial, too. After that, click
Save to save the photo editor results. 3. Prepare the photos you want to upload well, please remove the background for at least 3 photos. Because the sticker pack that can be added to Whatsapp is at least 3 photos. Make sure the photo has extensions. PNG yes 4. Upload your preferred photo stickers Now it's time to
photos you want to make in stickers. Download. install the Personal Sticker for WhatsApp app in the Play Store. Open Whatsapp, and then select the option to add emoji to the left side of the column to type a message. Then select the Stickers icon and the sticker will appear. Now to add the photo you created, select the
plus sign (+) in the top right corner. Please scroll down and click on Get More Stickers, select that option to add the photo you created earlier. Automatically, the Personal Sticker for WhatsApp app will open. Then select the photos you've edited. Then click Add. The photos will be packed in the form of sticker packs and
can be used immediately to accompany the fun of your chat. 5. How to make stickers in WA, done! Yes, I'm going to have to you've now managed to make stickers in WA itself. To use the sticker made, please click the sticker button and select the photo according to the expression you want. Conclusion There are
several advantages of WhatsApp stickers compared to other applications. Besides being free, you can create your own stickers and copy the stickers you want. Making stickers in WA is also easy. Feel the fun talking to homemade stickers with the WhatsApp app. If there are problems related to DomaiNesia's cheap
hosting services, you can contact the Support team via WhatsApp. Greetings DomaiNesia! By Mutiara Auliya Wednesday, December 22, 2020 By Mutiara Auliya November 25, 2020 By Ratna Patria October 14, 2020 Get the latest articles, free ebooks and videos from DomaiNesia Interested to service all the features of
DomaiNesia? Get 25% Migration Discount and FREE migration fee &amp; setup Yes, Migrate My Services! I!
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